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ABSTRACT

A new global model using the GFDL nonhydrostatic Finite-Volume Cubed-Sphere Dynamical Core (FV3) coupled to physical parameterizations from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s Global Forecast System (NCEP/GFS) was built at GFDL, named fvGFS. The modern dynamical core, FV3, has been selected for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Next Generation Global Prediction System (NGGPS) due to its accuracy, adaptability, and computational efficiency, which brings a great opportunity for the unification of weather and climate prediction systems. The performance of tropical cyclone (TC) forecasts in the 13-km fvGFS is evaluated globally based on 363 daily cases of 10-day forecasts in 2015. Track and intensity errors of TCs in fvGFS are compared to those in the operational GFS. The fvGFS outperforms the GFS in TC intensity prediction for all basins. For TC track prediction, the fvGFS forecasts are substantially better over the northern Atlantic basin and the northern Pacific Ocean than the GFS forecasts. An updated version of the fvGFS with the GFDL 6-category cloud microphysics scheme is also investigated based on the same 363 cases. With this upgraded microphysics scheme, fvGFS shows much improvement in TC intensity prediction over the operational GFS. Besides track and intensity forecasts, the performance of TC genesis forecast is also compared between the fvGFS and operational GFS. In addition to evaluating the hit/false alarm ratios, a novel method is developed to investigate the lengths of TC genesis lead times in the forecasts. Both versions of fvGFS show higher hit ratios, lower false alarm ratios, and longer genesis lead times than those of the GFS model in most of the TC basins.

1. Introduction

Due to the hazardous impacts that tropical cyclones (TCs) have on human lives and economic activities, TC prediction has always been an important task for weather forecast agencies in many countries. In the United States, the Global Forecast System (GFS) operated by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) provides the front-line guidance for most severe weather events, including TCs. According to annual verification reports from operational centers, the GFS and other global models [e.g., the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) and the Met Office Unified Model (UM) from the United Kingdom] are among the top performers for TC track predictions during the most recent years (2015–17). However, the forecast of TC intensity has remained a challenge for all global models due to its requirements of high horizontal and vertical resolutions, and more advanced physical parameterizations (Bender et al. 2017; Hazelton et al. 2018).
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A global general circulation model (GCM) with cloud resolving capability has been pursued for almost a decade (Satoh et al. 2008). For a weather or climate model, the resolution is largely restricted by its computational efficiency, which is highly dependent on the dynamical core. The Finite-Volume Cubed-Sphere dynamical core (FV3) has been developed in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) over the past 10 years. The hydrostatic “vertically Lagrangian” finite-volume dynamical core (Lin 2004) was used in the GFDL CM2.1 model (Delworth et al. 2006) on a 2° by 2.5° latitude–longitude grid. To enhance the model’s parallel computing efficiency and simulations in polar regions, the dynamical core was reformulated on the cubed-sphere grid (Putman and Lin 2007) for GFDL CM2.5 and AM3/CM3 models (Delworth and Zeng 2012; Donner et al. 2011). The hydrostatic FV3 has also been adopted in many climate models outside of GFDL [e.g., the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Earth Observing System Model, version 5 (GEOS-5);2 NASA GEOS-CHEM;3 NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) Atmospheric General Circulation Model (ModelE);4 and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model (CESM;5 currently under implementation)].

The nonhydrostatic FV3 has not been used in a global GCM until recently. The first full-physics model to apply the nonhydrostatic FV3 is the GFDL 25-km High Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM), which shows skillful TC seasonal predictions and faithfully captures the observed influence of intra-seasonal oscillation (ISO) on TC activity over the Atlantic basin (Chen and Lin 2016; Gao et al. 2017). From late 2014 to early 2017, the Next Generation Global Prediction System (NGGPS) Dynamical Core Evaluation was hosted by the Office of Science and Technology Integration (STI) in NOAA. During this comprehensive evaluation, the nonhydrostatic FV3 demonstrated its accuracy, scalability, and computational efficiency.6 This modern dynamical core is selected to be the “engine” for the next generation GFS model for NOAA’s National Weather Service (NWS). Benefiting from the high adaptability of FV3, the future GFS model is expected to provide a great opportunity for the unification of weather and climate prediction systems.

Many FV3-powered GCMs have been used for TC simulations at GFDL, mainly focused on seasonal predictions [e.g., HiRAM (Zhao et al. 2010; Chen and Lin 2011, 2013, 2016) and the High-Resolution Forecast-Oriented Low Ocean Resolution model (HiFLO; Murakami et al. 2016)]. Skillful forecasts of seasonal storm counts were achieved at model resolutions from 25 to 50 km in both atmospheric-only and ocean-coupled models. Pursuing TC forecasts on a short-term weather time scale, a global model should contain not only adequate resolutions, but also proper initializations and physical parameterizations for the intended resolution. During NGGPS Phase II, a new global model using the FV3 nonhydrostatic dynamical core coupled to the physics package from NCEP/GFS was built at GFDL, called fvGFS. This model demonstrated equivalent forecast skills to the operational GFS at 13 km resolution without adjusting any parameters in the GFS physics package.7

The development of fvGFS has continued at GFDL after the end of NGGPS Phase II. One of the major updates is to use the GFDL cloud microphysics scheme to replace the Zhao–Carr gridscale condensation and precipitation scheme (Moorthi et al. 2001) in the original GFS physics package. The GFDL cloud microphysics scheme has been used in HiRAM for seasonal predictions at 25-km resolution (Chen and Lin 2011, 2013, 2016) and climate simulations on the stretched grid configuration (Harris et al. 2016). With this upgraded cloud microphysics, fvGFS shows a significantly better forecast skill than the operational GFS (Zhou et al. 2019).

In this study, we investigate the performance of global TC forecasts in fvGFS based on 363 cases of 10-day forecasts in 2015. TC track and intensity forecast errors as well as genesis forecasts in the two fvGFS configurations are compared to those in the operational GFS. One configuration uses the identical model code and settings submitted to the NGGPS Phase II dynamical evaluation, with operational GFS physical parameterizations used in 2015. The other configuration replaces the Zhao–Carr scheme with the GFDL cloud microphysics scheme but keeps other schemes in the operational GFS physical package. The detailed configurations of the fvGFS, TC best track dataset, and basic numerical weather prediction (NWP) skills are described in section 2. Section 3 shows the results of TC track and intensity forecast errors in the fvGFS as well as in the operational
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2 https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/systems/geos5/.
3 http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/geos/.
4 https://www.giss.nasa.gov/tools/modelE/.
5 http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/; the current version of CESM uses the older latitude–longitude finite-volume core, the predecessor to FV3.
6 The verification report for the NGGPS Phase II dynamical core evaluation can be found on the website: https://www.weather.gov/sti/stimodeling_nggps_implementation_atmdynamics.
7 Detailed analysis results from NCEP/Environmental Modeling Center (EMC) can be found on the website: http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/gmb/wx24fy/nggps/web/.
GFS. TC genesis forecasts in both fvGFS and GFS are compared and investigated in section 4. A summary and discussion are in section 5.

2. Model, data, methodology, and basic NWP skill

The fvGFS was built during the NGGPS Phase II Dynamical Core Evaluation for testing the robustness of the dynamical core under a wide range of realistic atmospheric initial conditions. The GFS physics package provided by NCEP/EMC was implemented under the GFDL Flexible Modeling System (FMS) framework (Balaji 2012) with the GFDL Finite-Volume Cubed Sphere Dynamical Core (FV3). Beyond the hydrostatic version of FV3 (Lin 2004), a nonhydrostatic solver is also included, with a semi-implicit approach for treating the vertically propagating sound waves, which replaces the hydrostatic balance equation used in the hydrostatic solver. To achieve the nonhydrostatic approach, pressure and geopotential are replaced with the nonhydrostatic full pressure and the true geopotential in the finite-volume pressure gradient scheme (Lin 1997).

The GFS physics package includes: simplified Arakawa–Schubert (SAS) convection (Pan and Wu 1995), Zhao–Carr gridscale condensation and precipitation (Moorthi et al. 2001), orographic and convective gravity wave drag (Kim and Arakawa 1995; Chun and Baik 1994), boundary layer vertical diffusion (Hong and Pan 1996), and RRTM radiation scheme (Clough et al. 2005).

A key feature of FV3 is that the resolution is highly flexible. To compare to the operational GFS with horizontal resolution about 13 km along the equator, the model configuration used in NGGPS phase II was C768 which has 768 by 768 finite-volume cells on each face of the cube and 63 vertical levels with a model top at 0.64 hPa. The performance of the 10-day TC forecasts was investigated based on 363 cases from 16 January 2015 to 16 January 2016, using the 0000 UTC initial time for each forecast. Three days in 2015, 20 January, 28 July, and 14 November, were excluded due to missing GFS operational forecast data for comparison. The initial conditions for all 363 10-day forecasts are remapped from the GFS analysis data (Chen et al. 2018, 2019). The sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are also provided by each date’s GFS analysis but remain fixed from the initial time throughout the duration of each 10-day forecast.

Based on the regulation of Dynamical Core Evaluation, the configuration of fvGFS for NGGPS phase II submission, called “FV3_zc” in this study, did not include parameter tunings on any of the GFS physical schemes. Therefore, the only major difference between FV3_zc and the operational GFS forecast, called “GFS” in this study, is the dynamical core. The second configuration of fvGFS uses the GFDL cloud microphysics scheme (Zhou et al. 2019) to replace the Zhao–Carr gridscale condensation and precipitation scheme (Moorthi et al. 2001), and includes some reconfiguration of the sponge layer in the dynamical core to better suppress shear instabilities in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, but keeps other schemes in the GFS physics package unmodified. It is called “FV3_mp” in this study. Figure 1a shows the global anomaly correlation coefficients (ACC) of 500-hPa height for the three sets of forecasts that are computed based on the NCEP analysis data. (b) Differences of 500-hPa height ACC between FV3_zc and GFS (red) and between FV3_mp and GFS (blue). Vertical dashed lines (“--”·”) indicate day 5 and day 8. Dashed lines with “+++” represent the 95% confidence intervals. Positive values indicate an improvement relative to the GFS.
that after swapping the dynamical core, without applying any adjustments to the physical parameterizations, FV3_zc achieved a comparable skill to GFS. Moreover, after replacing the cloud microphysics scheme, the forecast skill of FV3_mp exceeds that of GFS after day 1 and remains slightly superior to the GFS throughout the duration of the 10-day forecast period (Fig. 1b).

3. TC track and intensity forecasts in fvGFS

There were 105 TCs observed during the period of 16 January 2015 to 16 January 2016. All TC names are listed in Table 1 for the six active TC basins based on the classifications of the Automated Tropical Cyclone Forecast (ATCF) dataset; for example, the North Atlantic Ocean, three basins of the northern Pacific Ocean (the northeast Pacific, the north-central Pacific, and the

northwest Pacific), the north Indian Ocean, and the Southern Ocean (see light-blue borderlines in Fig. 2). To separate from storm genesis issues, results of TC forecast performance discussed in this section only consider the model forecasts that were initialized at or after the observed TC genesis time. We show results out to 168-h lead time, which is 2 days beyond the operational 5-day hurricane forecasts currently made by most operational centers.

The GFDL simple tracker (Harris et al. 2016) was adopted for tracking TCs in the FV3_zc, the FV3_mp, and the GFS model forecasts. For all of the results presented in this study, the three sets of forecasts were evaluated at their native resolution grid for a fair comparison. The errors of TC track and intensity and TC genesis performance are computed and evaluated based on the ATCF best track files which contain storm position and intensity information at
6-hourly intervals (Miller et al. 1990; Sampson and Schrader 2000).

a. Track forecasts

Figure 2 shows best tracks of the 105 observed TCs and the corresponding forecast tracks from GFS, FV3_zc, and FV3_mp. In these plots, tracks of model forecast are shown only every 5 days for each case to avoid excessive clustering graphics on the map. The GFS and both versions of the fvGFS demonstrate reasonable TC forecast tracks. The differences among the three sets of forecast tracks are very subtle.

To further quantify forecast performance of TC track in all models, TC track forecast errors were computed based on the best track data at every 12-h interval. Homogeneous comparisons of basinwide mean TC track forecast errors along with the forecast lead time are shown in Fig. 3. In the North Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a), the GFS and the two fvGFS configurations show similar track errors in the first 48 h. However, both FV3_zc and FV3_mp show improved track forecasts compared to the GFS after the 60-h lead time. At the 72-h lead time, FV3_zc and FV3_mp have 16.2% and 18.7% track error reductions, respectively, compared to the GFS. Similar results can be found in the northwest Pacific basin, where the TC track forecast errors of the two fvGFS configurations are smaller than those of GFS after 48-h model lead time (Fig. 3d), with 9.6% and 11.4% error reductions, respectively, at 120 h.

In the other two North Pacific basins, the track forecast errors of GFS and fvGFS are relatively close. Results indicate slightly lower errors for FV3_mp after 84-h lead time than GFS in the northeast Pacific basin (Fig. 3b). Although FV3_zc shows the largest errors among the three models after 144 h, the differences of FV3_zc to the other two runs are less than 50 km. In the north-central Pacific, the three runs show similar TC track forecast errors, but FV3_zc and FV3_mp are generally better than GFS at most lead times after 60 h (Fig. 3c).

The results are different in the north Indian Ocean and the Southern Ocean. The GFS shows better TC track forecasts than fvGFS runs in these two regions (Figs. 3e,f). Based on the 95% confidence levels shown in Fig. 3, none of the forecast shows statistically significantly better or worse results in any of the regions. However, the case numbers are quite small in the north Indian Ocean (Fig. 3e), which leads to a lower significance of the result in this area compared to other basins. We also note that TC track errors in the Southern Ocean are larger than those in the Northern Hemisphere oceans (cf. Figs. 3f and 3a–e), especially for FV3_zc and FV3_mp forecasts. It may indicate some deficiencies exist in the fvGFS forecasts that are related to the large-scale steering flow in the mixing of seasons in the Southern Hemisphere.

Comparing the two fvGFS forecasts, it was found that FV3_zc generally showed smaller TC track errors than FV3_mp in the north Indian Ocean and in the Southern Ocean (Figs. 3e,f). In the North Atlantic basin, FV3_mp showed slight improvements at 36–60-h lead time (Fig. 3a). To better present the results in the northern Pacific Ocean, Fig. 4a shows the mean TC track errors based on all cases in the three Pacific basins. The improvements of FV3_mp compared to FV3_zc are apparent after the 120-h lead time. The largest difference is shown at the 132-h lead time, with a 6.5% reduction of error by FV3_mp compared to FV3_zc.

An overview of TC track forecasts from the three models can be shown by presenting the global mean errors (Fig. 4b). The GFS produced slightly larger errors than the forecasts from the two fvGFS versions up to the 168-h lead time. For the two fvGFS track forecasts, FV3_zc performed slightly better than FV3_mp after the 84-h lead time. This indicates that the impact to the TC track forecast from updating the FV3 dynamical core is positive. However, the updated version of fvGFS with the GFDL microphysics scheme produced slightly degraded the performance of TC track forecasts.

b. Intensity forecasts

To investigate the performance of TC intensity forecasts, the wind–pressure relationships of TCs in GFS and FV3_zc are compared to the best track data in the six regions in Fig. 5. The maximum 10-m wind speed (m s$^{-1}$) and minimum sea level pressure (SLP, hPa) of the model storms used here are based on the tracker. For intense cyclones with observed intensities exceeding 40 m s$^{-1}$, there is clearly a much better relationship between SLP and maximum 10-m wind speed for FV3_zc than for the GFS. The model configuration of FV3_zc uses a physics package nearly identical to that used in the GFS, while the horizontal resolutions of the two forecasts are also very close. Therefore, we believe that the differences shown in Fig. 5 are primarily from the replacement of the dynamical core. It is a very encouraging result that an advanced dynamical core is contributing to improve pressure–wind relationship for TC in a global model.

However, it was also found that there are more intense hurricanes/typhoons (with maximum wind speed over 60 m s$^{-1}$) in FV3_zc than observed in the northeast and north-central Pacific basins (Figs. 5b,c). In the North Atlantic, for category 1 hurricanes and above (with maximum wind speed stronger than 33 m s$^{-1}$), the wind speeds of FV3_zc are slightly weaker than observed, despite the fact that the number of cyclones with minimum SLPs in the deepest range (<930 hPa) are overpredicted.
FIG. 3. Basinwide mean TC track forecast errors (km) along with the model forecast lead time for GFS (black), FV3_zc (red), and FV3_mp (blue) in (a) the North Atlantic basin, (b) the northeast Pacific basin, (c) the north-central Pacific basin, (d) the northwest Pacific basin, (e) the north Indian Ocean, and (f) the Southern Ocean. The 95% confidence levels for each model are indicated by the same transparent color shading. Numbers of homogeneous cases for individual lead times are listed in the brackets at the bottom of each abscissa. Vertical gray dotted lines are indicated 72 and 120 h.
This overprediction of central pressure but underprediction of 10-m winds is also found in the northeast Pacific basin for storms that have maximum wind speeds of 40–60 m s\(^{-1}\) and minimum SLPs of 960–920 hPa (Fig. 5b), as well as in the northwest Pacific basin and the Southern Ocean for storms with maximum wind speed about 60–70 m s\(^{-1}\) (Figs. 5d,f).

The above overpredicted intensities of strong storms shown in FV3_zc can be improved in FV3_mp. Comparing Fig. 5c to Fig. 6c, we can see that the large number of overpredicted storm intensity values shown in FV3_zc is greatly reduced in FV3_mp in the north-central Pacific basin. The wind–pressure relationship of FV3_mp is also better matched to the observation in Fig. 6c. However, in the northeast Pacific, the northwest Pacific and the north Indian Ocean, the number of most intense storms in FV3_mp are fewer compared to the observations (Figs. 6b,d,e). Nonetheless, the wind–pressure relationships in these areas are still quite close to the observations.

The results shown in Figs. 3, 5, and 6 for FV3_zc and FV3_mp indicate that the main benefit of replacing the Zhao–Carr scheme with the GFDL microphysics scheme is the improvement in intensity prediction rather than track prediction. This result is further confirmed by analyzing global mean forecast errors of track and intensity versus lead time (Figs. 4b and 7). Figure 7a shows that the differences in the absolute error of maximum 10-m wind among the three sets of forecasts are not significant. During the first 84 h, the two fvGFS versions show smaller errors than those of the GFS, while the FV3_mp is the best of the three. After the 120-h lead time, GFS has lower errors than FV3_ZC, but the errors of FV3_mp remain smaller than those of GFS. The biases of maximum 10-m wind speed shown in Fig. 7c indicate that the GFS underpredicted TC intensities (negative intensity bias) through 132 h, while FV3_zc overpredicted intensities (positive intensity bias) during the entire 7-day forecast. In contrast, the FV3_mp shows very small negative intensity biases compared to FV3_zc. Noted that at 12-h lead time, the GFS has a large negative bias about 3.5 m s\(^{-1}\), but there is almost no bias in either of the fvGFS forecasts that start from the same GFS initial condition. It may indicate that fvGFS can simulate the marginal resolved (13 km) TC structures better than the GFS.

The improvement of intensity forecasts in the FV3_mp is also demonstrated by examining the absolute error and bias of the minimum SLP (Figs. 7b,d). Based on this measure, the FV3_mp shows the best intensity forecast performance of the three models (Fig. 7b). Note that FV3_mp shows significantly smaller errors after 48 h compared to the GFS. Similar to its result for the maximum 10-m wind, the FV3_mp shows only a slight bias during the 7-day forecasts (Fig. 7d), while both GFS and FV3_zc show a positive intensity bias with an increasing trend toward deeper pressures with increasing lead time. In summary, these results demonstrate the potential positive impact in improved prediction of TC intensity in the fvGFS by upgrading the microphysics with the more advanced GFDL microphysics scheme.

4. TC genesis forecasts in fvGFS

Unlike verifying TC track and intensity forecasts, investigating the model performance for TC genesis requires
considering the 10-day forecasts which were initialized before the observed TC genesis time. However, the periods of these 10-day forecasts should cover the observed TC genesis. The observed TC genesis times are based on the first tropical depression (TD) record in the ATCF best track data. After excluding TCs that exist in the initial conditions, all TCs found by the GFDL simple tracker in these 10-day forecasts were counted as genesis
events. If the model genesis storm showed a matched track to the observed TC, it is a “hit event.” Figure 8 illustrates all related timelines of a sample hit event for a given model. The storm genesis of a hit event occurred during a 10-day model forecast (yellow line), which is initialized prior to the observed TC genesis. The life cycle of an observed TC is denoted by black hurricane symbols, with the filled symbol indicating the observed genesis time. If genesis occurs in the model for the forecast of this observed TC at any lead time, then the blue line indicates the observed genesis lead time (OLT) for this case. The OLT is a nominal lead time value that indicates the difference in time between the forecast initial time and the time at which observed genesis
occurs. A potential range of solutions for the lead time at which the actual forecast genesis may occur for this sample model forecast is indicated by the red lines. For this model forecast, TC genesis could occur at the same time as the observed TC genesis, or before or after the observed TC genesis (these three scenarios are represented by the three red hurricane symbols). This time span from the model initial time to the model-predicted genesis lead time is referred to as the model genesis lead time (MLT). The differences between the MLT and OLT (DMO) are illustrated by the green arrows, and the lengths of these DMOs indicate how accurate a model is in generating storms at the observed genesis time.

To consider a model storm as being the same as an observed storm, the maximum time difference of model genesis and observed genesis is set to 72 h. The distance of model and observed storms needs to be within a 5° by 5° box centered at the observed storm at their first matched time. Model genesis storms which do not have tracks that match to observed TCs are categorized as “false alarms.” The sum of hit events and false alarms is equal to the number of total genesis events in the model. The forecasts that are initialized within the 10 days
before the observed TC genesis time but do not predict the genesis event of a given observed storm are considered missing cases.

### a. Analyses of hit events, false alarms, and missing cases

Considering all forecasts at all lead times, Fig. 9 shows the number of general hit events and false alarms, as well as their ratios of model hits to total observed genesis events, over the globe and in the 6 individual basins for GFS, FV3_zc, and FV3_mp. Both FV3_zc and FV3_mp show more hit events and higher hit ratios than GFS over the globe (Fig. 9a). The FV3_mp shows the highest hit ratio in the five regions but not in the north-central Pacific basin, where the GFS performs the best. For the North Atlantic basin and the north Indian Ocean, FV3_zc shows similar hit numbers but lower hit ratios than GFS. Note that in the northeast Pacific basin, the hit ratio of FV3_mp is 2 times larger than that of GFS, which can be explained later by the false alarm results.

The numbers of both hit events and false alarms are modulated and partly determined by the values of the thresholds applied on the sorter in the simple storm tracker package (e.g., the length of storm lifetime). In addition, false alarms are more sensitive to the settings of thresholds than hit events since their case numbers are much larger than those of hit events in the model. Therefore, the relative differences of numbers and ratios among the three sets of model forecasts are more important than their absolute values. In Fig. 9b, large differences of false alarms between the GFS and fvGFS are shown in the northeast Pacific basin, where the GFS forecasts show more false alarms in this basin than forecasts from the two fvGFS versions. This explains the complementary performance in hit ratio for the two fvGFS versions found in Fig. 9a for the northeast Pacific basin.

Figure 10 shows monthly numbers of total genesis events (lines) and ratios of hit events to total genesis events (bars) of the three sets of forecasts in the six basins. In the North Atlantic basin, all three sets of forecasts show that the numbers of monthly total genesis forecast events gradually increase from late boreal spring into summer and reaching the peak in September (Fig. 10a), which is consistent with observations of TC seasonal development in this basin. Similar variations can be found in the northwest Pacific basin (Fig. 10d). In these two basins, the total genesis forecast numbers in the peak of the TC season are about 2–3 times larger than those in the off-peak months of the year. Also, differences of their monthly total genesis numbers between the GFS and fvGFS forecasts are relatively small.

In contrast to the above two basins, in the northeast Pacific basin, there are substantial variations between the GFS and fvGFS forecasts during the peak months (Fig. 10b). For the GFS, there are about 150 genesis forecast events in the peak month of July, which is more than its peak number in the northwest Pacific basin. In contrast, the number of observed TC cases in the northeast Pacific basin is only half of those in the northwest Pacific basin in July. These overpredicted genesis events cause large numbers of false alarms as well as the low hit ratios of the GFS in the northeast Pacific TC season. Large improvements of the number

![Fig. 9. (a) Numbers of total genesis hit events across all forecasts and all lead times (solid lines; ordinate to the left) and ratios of hit events to the total number of genesis forecast events (bars; ordinate to the right) of GFS (blue), FV3_zc (red), and FV3_mp (green) in the globe and six basins. Abbreviations used for the abscissa are the same as in Table 2. (b) As in (a), but for numbers of false alarms and the ratio of false alarms to the total number of genesis forecast events.](image-url)
of total genesis forecast events and hit ratios are shown in the two fvGFS forecasts. However, in the north-central Pacific basin (Fig. 10c), both fvGFS versions show many genesis forecast events (false alarms) in January and December that are not seen in the observations. These off-season false alarms cause the relative low hit ratios of FV3_zc and FV3_mp in the north-central Pacific basin shown in Fig. 9. The two fvGFS forecast also...
demonstrated more false alarms than the GFS in January and December in the northeast Pacific basin. It is speculated that the applied sorter is not as effective at filtering extratropical storms in these two basins as in other regions. However, the impact on the GFS forecasts appears relatively minor which will need further investigation. In the north Indian Ocean and the Southern Ocean (Figs. 10e,f), the two fvGFS forecasts show generally higher hit ratios than the GFS forecast. Note that the GFS usually shows fewer total genesis numbers than the fvGFS, which results in slightly fewer false alarms in the off-peak months (e.g., February to May in the north Indian Ocean; May and September in the Southern Ocean).

Neither the GFS nor the fvGFS predicted all observed TCs’ genesis during the 16 January 2015–16 January 2016 period. Table 2 lists the numbers of observed TCs and numbers of missed TCs for the genesis forecasts of GFS, FV3_zc, and FV3_mp in the six basins. Typhoon Mekkhala in the northwest Pacific basin and Cyclone Bansi and TS Chedza in the Southern Ocean are not included in Table 2 since they formed earlier than 16 January 2015. The GFS missed 6 of 102 TC’s genesis during the focus period. Five of the missed observed TCs were in the northern Pacific Ocean. The global numbers of missed observed TCs dropped to 3 and 2 in the FV3_zc and FV3_mp forecasts, respectively. Both fvGFS forecasts showed improvement in the three North Pacific basins, but missed 1 TC genesis in the North Atlantic basin.

In addition to comparing the number of completely missed observed TCs’ genesis, the ratios of missing storms in each of the three sets of forecasts in each basin are listed in Table 3. The miss ratio can be computed as the ratio of number of missing cases to the number of expected genesis observations, which is 9 or 10 for each observed TC (one for each day of lead time) except for 4 for TS Niko in the Southern Ocean. For TS Niko, there were only 4 forecasts in our model dataset before it formed at 0600 UTC 19 January 2015. The GFS shows the highest miss ratio among the three sets of forecasts in the other three basins. All forecasts show higher miss ratios in the north-central Pacific basin compared to the other basins. As shown in Table 2, both the GFS and FV3_zc missed 1 of 9 TC genesis in the north-central Pacific basin, an area with a relative high frequency of missing events.

Generally speaking, FV3_mp shows the best performance of the three models in the above hit events (highest ratio of hit events in 5 of 6 basins), false alarms (lowest ratio of false alarms in 5 of 6 basins), and missing cases comparisons (only missed 2 of 106 TC’s genesis, but 3 and 6 for FV3_zc and GFS, respectively), followed by FV3_zc. The GFS forecast only shows the highest/lowest ratios of his events/false alarms in the north-central Pacific. The performance of FV3_mp demonstrates that the modern dynamical core with the upgraded microphysics scheme can improve TC genesis forecasts.

b. Analyses of the forecast lead time of hit events

Another way to investigate model storm genesis is through the lead time lengths of hit events, which is an innovation beyond previous studies. In this section, the OLT, MLT, and their differences (DMO) (please refer Fig. 8 for the definitions of different lead time lengths) are compared for the three set of forecasts. If a model shows longer OLT, that means it can correctly predict TC genesis earlier than other models. For an observed TC, there could be many hit events that happened in successive 10-day model forecasts, which were initialized earlier than the observed genesis time. When comparing the lengths of OLT in different models, we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basins</th>
<th>NATL</th>
<th>EPAC</th>
<th>CPAC</th>
<th>WPAC</th>
<th>NIO</th>
<th>SHEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of observed TCs</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of missed TCs in the genesis forecasts of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV3_zc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV3_mp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Miss ratios (%) in the genesis forecasts of GFS, FV3_zc, and FV3_mp in the six basins (abbreviations are the same as in Table 2). The lowest miss ratios of the three sets of forecasts in each basin are marked in bold.
only consider the maximum (the longest) OLT of each observed TC.

Figure 11 shows the mean values of the maximum OLT of all observed TCs in each area for GFS, FV3_zc, and FV3_mp. For TCs in the North Atlantic basin, the mean maximum OLTs are at 134, 135, and 148 h for the GFS, FV3_zc, and FV3_mp, respectively. This means that the average earliest time for the GFS to successfully predict a hit event is 134 h before the observed TC genesis, while it is 1 h earlier for FV3_zc to predict a hit event in this basin. Meanwhile, FV3_mp can predict a hit event 14 h earlier than GFS. In other basins, both fvGFS forecasts also show longer OLTs than GFS except for the north Indian Ocean where the GFS and FV3_ZC have about the same length of OLTs. The longest OLTs (168 h) are achieved by FV3_mp in the northeast Pacific basin and by FV3_zc in the north-central Pacific basin. The Mann–Whitney U test (also called the Wilcoxon rank-sum test) is applied to test the significance between the OLTs from any of the two forecasts in each basin. The statistics (U) and probability value (p value) are listed in Table 4. The differences between the GFS and FV3_mp in the northeast Pacific basin and between the GFS and FV3_zc in the north-central Pacific basin are statistically significant (p value < 0.05, two tailed).

The fractions of hit events within different DMO lengths for individual basin are shown next in Fig. 13. A large variation can be found among the six basins. In the North Atlantic and the north-central Pacific basins, the GFS generally shows the highest fractions among the three (Figs. 13b,f). The FV3_mp shows generally higher fractions than the GFS and FV3_zc in the northwest Pacific basin (Fig. 13d). However, in the north Indian Ocean, FV3_mp shows lowest fractions for the 12-, 24- and 48-h DMOs compared to GFS and FV3_zc. Meanwhile, the differences between GFS and FV3_zc are relatively small in this basin (Fig. 13e).

All three sets of forecasts show more hit events occurring before the observed TC genesis time rather than after in all six basins. This is related to the choice of the “observed TC genesis time,” which is defined as the first “tropical depression” record for each TC in the ATCF best track data. However, the model predicted genesis events often occur during the precursor stage of the
observed TC. A test was conducted to instead use the first record in the ATCF best track data as the observed TC genesis time, which could be a disturbance (DB), a low (LO), or a tropical wave (WV). It was found that a substantial number of early events shifted to later times in most basins (the North Atlantic, the north-central Pacific, the northwest Pacific basins, and the Southern Ocean; figures not shown). Similar results were found for all three sets of forecasts. Those shifted hit cases were generated during the precursor stage of the observed TCs. It is interesting that the ratios of “early” and “late” events are not changed too much in the northeast Pacific basin and the north Indian basin (figures not shown). This is because the periods of precursor stage, for example, from the first recorded “DB” (“LO” or “WV”) to the first recorded “TD” in the best track data, are shorter in these two basins than those in the other four basins. Therefore, the impacts of using early observed TC genesis times are relatively minor in these two basins.

Finally, mean biases and root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of the storm genesis intensity (10-m wind speed) in the three sets of forecasts were evaluated in Fig. 14. Hit events with DMO lengths longer than 48 h were excluded to more precisely compare the intensities of model genesis storms to the observations. For hit events occurring at the observed genesis times or within the 48-h DMO before the observed genesis time, the model TC intensities taken at the observed genesis time were compared to the genesis intensities of observed TCs. For hit events occurring within the 48-h DMO after the observed genesis times, the model TC genesis intensities were compared to the observed TC intensities at the model TC genesis times. All three sets of forecasts under predict their storm genesis intensities in the North Atlantic basin (Fig. 14). However, the two sets of fvGFS forecasts show smaller negative biases and smaller RMSEs compared to the GFS in this basin. A similar underprediction of storm genesis intensities in the GFS forecasts is also apparent in the northeast Pacific, the north-central Pacific basins, and the north Indian Ocean. In the northeast Pacific basin, the large negative bias shown in the GFS forecasts is greatly improved in the FV3_zc and FV3_mp forecasts, while the FV3_mp also shows the smallest RMSEs among the three sets of forecasts. The GFS predicts the best storm genesis intensities in the northwest Pacific basin and in the Southern Ocean, with smallest biases and RMSEs among the three sets of forecasts. Generally, the two fvGFS versions show larger positive bias than the GFS globally. This overpredicted TC genesis intensity in the fvGFS is consistent with the results of the wind–pressure relationship for all TCs shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The overpredictions of TC genesis intensities also cause the relatively large RMSEs in the fvGFS forecasts.

5. Summary and discussion

Global models in most operational centers (e.g., NCEP/GFS, ECMWF/IFS, and the Met Office UM), have demonstrated considerable skill at predicting TC tracks in recent years. However, the forecast of TC intensity has remained a challenge for global models. The nonhydrostatic version of the GFDL Finite-Volume Cubed-Sphere dynamical core (FV3) demonstrated considerable accuracy, scalability, and computational efficiency during the NNGPS Dynamical Core Evaluation in 2014–17. This newly selected “engine” for the next generation GFS model is expected to provide a great opportunity for the unification of weather and climate prediction systems, as well as to improve the TC intensity forecasts in the new GFS model.

A new global model, called fvGFS, using the FV3 dynamical core coupled to the physics package from NCEP/GFS was built at GFDL. In this study, we compared TC track, intensity, and genesis forecasts in fvGFS to those in the operational GFS. Two configurations of fvGFS were investigated here. One is the NNGPS submission version (FV3_zc). The other adopts most of the model settings of FV3_zc but uses upgraded GFDL cloud microphysics with corresponding model adjustments (FV3_mp). The performance of global TC forecasts of fvGFS and the operational GFS was investigated based on 363 cases of 10-day forecasts in 2015. The chosen
horizontal resolution of fvGFS is 13 km globally, which is close to that in the operational GFS.

The ATCF data only contains the GFS TC forecast information that was generated from the GFDL TC tracker (Marchok 2002) based on the quarter-degree GFS forecast outputs. To conduct a fair comparison, in this study, the GFDL simple tracker was applied to the GFS forecasts at its native resolution. TCs in the forecasts from GFS and the two versions of fvGFS were tracked by the same tracker. The errors of TC track and intensity were computed and evaluated based on the ATCF best track data. The use of the GFDL simple

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for (a) the North Atlantic basin, (b) the northeast Pacific basin, (c) the north-central Pacific basin, (d) the northwest Pacific basin, (e) the north Indian Ocean, and (f) the Southern Ocean.
tracker also helped the development of the TC genesis verification tools due to its relative simple output format.

Homogeneous comparisons of the basinwide mean TC track forecast errors show that the forecast performance of TC track is better in both versions of fvGFS over the North Atlantic basin and the northwest Pacific Ocean. In the northeast Pacific and the north-central Pacific basins, the track forecast errors of the GFS and fvGFS were mostly comparable. The improvements of TC track forecast of fvGFS relative to the GFS mostly occurred in the Northern Hemisphere. In the Southern Ocean, all model forecasts show larger track forecast errors. It may imply some deficiencies existed in the Southern Hemisphere large-scale forecasts for all models.

For the TC intensity, comparisons of FV3_zc to GFS show that FV3_zc has largely improved the intensity for intense storms compared to the GFS globally. Since FV3_zc adopted a nearly identical physics package to that used in the GFS, the improvements should be regarded as coming primarily from the replacement of the dynamical core. Note that the same TC tracker and comparable horizontal resolution were used on all three sets of forecasts. Therefore, it is a very encouraging result that an advanced dynamical core is contributing to the reduction in TC intensity errors in a full physics global model. However, we also found FV3_zc overpredicts the intensities for strong storms when compared to the observations. This intensity overprediction bias is reduced in FV3_mp, where the Zhao–Carr scheme is replaced with the GFDL cloud microphysics scheme. Overall, the FV3_mp shows much smaller globally averaged intensity biases and absolute errors at most lead times compared to both FV3_zc and the GFS.

For the TC genesis prediction, our results show that FV3_mp displays the best performance of the three set of forecasts in hit events, false alarms, and missing cases followed by FV3_zc. This demonstrates that simply using the up-to-date dynamical core but keeping the original physics package the same, the prediction of TC genesis in the model can be improved. Moreover, the upgraded cloud microphysics scheme can further improve the model TC genesis performance with the updated dynamical core.

In addition to evaluating the hit, false alarm, and miss ratios, a novel method was developed to evaluate the performance of model storm genesis based on the lead time lengths of hit events. The comparisons of the maximum OLT (observed genesis lead time) showed that both fvGFS versions predicted TC genesis earlier than GFS in all six basins. Two pairs of comparisons pass the Mann–Whitney U test: the FV3_mp shows significantly longer OLT than the GFS in the northeast Pacific basin, and the FV3_zc shows significantly longer OLT than the GFS in the northwest Pacific basin.

For the model accuracy in generating storms at the observed TC genesis time, our results show a large variation among the basins. None of the three sets of forecasts shows an overwhelmingly higher accuracy in all six basins. However, it was found that the choice of the “observed TC genesis times” can influence the results. If the first record in the ATCF best track data were used as the observed TC genesis times, which could be a disturbance (DB), a low (LO), or a tropical wave (WV), instead of the first tropical depression (TD) record, a substantial number of early events in all three sets of forecasts shift to later time in most basins. It indicates that the model predicted genesis events can sometimes occur during the precursor stage of the observed TC. For TCs in the northeast Pacific and the north Indian basin, the time periods from the first reported “DB” (“LO” or “WV”) to the first reported “TD” were relatively shorter than other basins. Therefore, the ratios of “early” and “late” events did not change too much in the test for these two basins.

The best track data include not only the observed information but also the subjective decisions from experienced forecasters when observed storm structure and intensity estimates are not available. In addition, since the six basins discussed in this study are not covered by the same operational center, different procedures for defining genesis at each center may cause some differences in length of the precursor stage among basins. Therefore, using the first TD records in the best track data as the observed TC genesis times should provide more uniform comparisons between the forecasts rather than using the records during the precursor stage.
stage. However, since the model can predict the occurrence of genesis events during the precursor stage of the observed TC, the comparisons starting from the later records may not fully demonstrate the model's ability to forecast TC genesis.

In regards to the TC genesis intensity forecasts, the two fvGFS versions show larger positive biases than the GFS globally. This overpredicted TC genesis intensity in the fvGFS is consistent with the results of the wind–pressure relationship for all TCs shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The over-prediction of TC genesis intensity also caused the relatively large RMSEs in the fvGFS forecasts in most of the basins.

Our results of hit events/false alarms/missing cases and the length of maximum OLT show that fvGFS forecasts outperform the GFS forecast. In addition, the advanced cloud microphysics shows further improvements when investigating the TC genesis forecast. However, it is relatively hard to rank the performance of accuracy in generating storms at the observed TC genesis time among the three set of forecasts. Halperin et al. (2013) discussed forecasts of TC genesis in five global models in the North Atlantic basin. They found that the model's ability to predict TC genesis varies in time and space, and the best-performing model varies from year to year as well. Therefore, only based on cases in a single season, it may be relatively difficult to examine the impacts of a new dynamical core and updated cloud microphysics on the TC genesis forecasts.

As mentioned, predicting changes in storm intensity is a key challenge for current operational global models. This study demonstrates that updating the GFS dynamical core to the nonhydrostatic FV3 can largely improve TC intensity forecasts. Furthermore, we found additional improvements in TC intensity and genesis forecasts when replacing the Zhao–Carr cloud microphysics scheme with the advanced GFDL cloud microphysics scheme. At GFDL we have found that the advection scheme used in the dynamical core has a large impact on TC intensity. The two-delta filter in the nonmonotonic advection scheme and the monotonicity constraint in the tracer advection affect the model diffusivity, which can also impact the diabatic heating and the location of the TC deep convection relative to the eye (Harris et al. 2018). Moreover, the individual advection of the six species in the GFDL cloud microphysics scheme compared to the advection of a single condensate species in the Zhao–Carr scheme is a significant difference that can have a major impact on moist processes (Zhou et al. 2019). The above factors also interact with many other processes in a full three-dimensional dynamical model, including the planetary boundary layer scheme, the parameterized convection, and subgrid terrain effects.

The improvements achieved by fvGFS on TC intensity are the fruits of many years of development. The updated dynamical core and advanced cloud microphysics scheme are the two most important factors but may not completely explain the improved results. Based on the results presented in this study, we are confident that with further improvement to the dynamical core and physical parameterizations, the next generation GFS adopted by the NOAA/NWS has great potential to become one of the leading operational TC forecasting systems in the world.
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